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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the Sturm-Liouvil le problem 
Ly := -y"  + q(x)y = Ay, x e [0, ~r], 
any(0 ,  A) - a12y'(0, A) = 0, (1.1) 
a21y(~r, A) + a22y'(Tr, A) = 0, 
where a121 + a22 ~ 0, a221 + a~2 ~ 0, and q is a real valued function satisfying q e n 1(0, 7r). We 
shall assume further that  q is bounded from below. 
It  is well known [1] that  since L is regular, its spectrum is discrete, real and has a single 
point of accumulat ion at infinity and each eigenvalue has multipl icity one. We are interested 
in comput ing the positive eigenvalues. All the negative ones (finite number  of them) can be 
obtained by a simple shift in A [2]. So, let A = p2 and y(x, tt 2) denote the solution of the initial 
value problem 
-y"  + q(x)y = ,2y, (1.2) 
y(0 ,# 2) =e l2 ,  y ' (0 ,# 2) =a l l ,  
The eigenvalues of (1.1) are the square of the zeroes of the boundary  function 
B(#) := a2,y (7c, #2) + a22y' (Tr, #2). (1.3) 
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In the Dirichlet case, this boundary function is an entire function of # of order 1 and type zr 
and is square integrable on the real line. Thus, it belongs to the Paley-Wiener space 
PW~= {f  entire, lf(#)[ <_Ce~lImul, fRlf(#)[2 d# < oc }.  
This fact has been used in [2] to reconstruct the boundary function from its samples; thanks to 
the Whittaker-Shannon-Kotel'nikov Theorem [3]. 
In this paper, we shall extend this idea to the case where the Sturm-Liouville problem is not 
necessarily of Dirichlet type at both end points. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
We shall transform equation (1.2) into the integral equation 
and let 
fo x ,., sin #(x sin #____.xx + q(r) ~ - t)y (t,#2) dt, (2.1) y (x, # 2) = a1~ cos #x + a11 # 
sin #x 
?21 (X, [A) ~--- y (X, ]-t 2) -- a12 COS ].tX -- a11~,  (2.2) 
# 
v2(x, #) = y' (x, #~) + al~# sin #x - al l  cos #x 
f 
- _Jo q(t)cos#(x- t)[a12 cospt + al l  
In the following, we shall make use of the estimates [4], 
[cosu[ <_e [Imu[, I~-~ < Cl~[u[e[Imu[, (2.4) 
where Co is some constant (we may take co = 1.72). 
Define the constants 
/o C4 = 1a121 + colrla11[, C5 = 7rco Iq(t)l dt, 
/o cl -= c4expcs, c2 = ci ]q(t)[ dt, c3 = [a211cl + [a~21c2, 
we claim the following results. 
LEMMA 1. vl(X, #) E PWx as a function of# for each x and the fo110wing estimate holds: 
ClC5 eX[ Im it[ 
Ivl(x,u)l <_ 1 + 
PROOF. Writing equation (2.1) as 
q(t)sin#(x-t)  si t - = a12 cos #t + all dt + q(t) sm# t) Vl(X, It) 
# 
we obtain at once, 
~oXq(t) sin#~ - t) [a12cos#t + allSi; #t] dt 
<e zlImt~] [q(t)Ii +]lzi(x_t ) [a121+la1111+]tzlt j dt 
(2.6) 
< eXl Im ul co____x__x ~ff 
- 1 + [tt[ x ~u [q(t)[ [[a12[ q-[a l l [cot]  dt 
< eX[ Imtt[ C071. f~r  
- 1 + [#[Ir Jo ]q(t)[ [[a121 + [alllcot] dt 
Vl(t, [A) dt, (2.5) 
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and 
Hence, 
Jl " I ff co(z-t) x - t )v l ( t ,#)d  t < [q ( t ) l l+ l# l~-_ t  ) Ivl(t,#)l dt q(t) Sln#(; 
<_ e~lhn"lc0rr [q(t)le -tlImtd [Vl(t,#)[ dt. 
(2.7) 
Ivl(x,#)l _ I~o x " ' s in t t (x - t ) [a12  #t sin2t I dr+ I~oXq(t )s in#(x- t )v l ( t ,P )  dt < qt, r) -~ cos + an # 
eoTr fo" (~I.8) eXl Im ,I 1 + I#I - - - - - -~  Iq(t)l [la12[ + lau Ico t] dt 
/o + eXlIm~lcoTr ]q(t)le -tlh~'uL [vl(t,l~)[ dt 
and 
e-XlIm"[ Ivl(x'#)l <- 1 + 1#lTr Iq(t)l [1a12[ + laulc°t] dt + coTr ]q(t)le-tl Im'l Iq(t,#)l  dr. 
The use of Gronwall's lemma yields 
[ /0 ] C071- * e -zlImuI [vl(x,#)l _< 1 + I#[rr [q(t)[ [[a121 + laulco t] dt e c°~fo b(t)ldt (2.9) 
-< 1 + ]#[Tr Iq(tD[ [lai2l + lallic°t] dt e • , 
from which we get 
[ Jo ] ]vl(x,#)] < e -~lIm"l coTr[la121 + la11[coTr] ]q(t)ldt eCO~lo'lq(t)idt - 1 + 1#lTr (2 .10)  
< clc_..___2__SexlImul. 
- I + I#lrr 
Therefore, Vl(X, #) is entirely of type x order 1 and square integrable on the real line as a function 
of # for each x, and satisfy the estimate. | 
REMARK 1. In the Dirichlet case a12 = 0, we obtain the better estimate 
exllmttl~07r tlq(t)l dr. 
Ivl(Tr'#)l <- 1 + I#l-'---~ I + I#lt 
LEMMA 2. V2(X, It) E PWx as a function of/* for each x and the following estimate holds: 
C2C5 Im li[ 
Iv~(x,~)l < ~ e <  
- 1 + I~1~ 
PROOF. Differentiating both sides of (2.1) with respect o z, we get 
/: y'(z, #) = -#a12 sin #x + all cos #x + q(t) cos #(z - t)y(t, #) dt, (:2.11) 
from which we obtain 
Thus, 
~0 xv2 (x, #) = q(t) cos #(x - t)vl (t, #) dt. (2.12) 
c2c5 (2.13} 
Iv2(x'#)[ < 1 + I#l-----~ exlIm~l" 
Therefore, v2(x, #) is entirely of type x order 1 and square integrable on the real line as a function 
of tt for each x and the estimate holds. | 
The boundary function B(/z) is not necessarily in PW~ as in the Dirichlet-Dirichlet case. 
However, we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. B(~,it) 
estimate holds: 
= a21v1(Tr, it) + a22v2(7~,it) E PW.  as a [unction of It and the following 
B(Te, it) < - - e  ~1c3c5  hn~l 
- 1 + IIt]Tr 
Hence, the following theorem is applicable. 
THEOREM 1. (See [3].) Let f E PW~, then 
f ( i t )  = (#- )  
where the series converges uniformly on compact set of R and also in L2,. 
Thus, we can reconstruct vl0r, It), v20r, It), and/3(7c, It) from their samples vl(Tr, k), v2(r, k), 
and/~0r, k), k E Z. Once we reconstruct/3(7r, It) we obtain 
( si~itTr )
B(it) =/~(lr, it) +a21 a12cositTr+all 
(2.14) 
+a22 (-a12itsinitTr + all cositTr + /oTrq(t)cosit(Tr - t) [a12cositt + al lsi~ Itt] dt) , 
the zeroes of which are the square root of the sought eigenvalues. 
Let/3NQr, It) denote the truncation of/3(7r, it) 
N k) sin 7r(it -_k) 
BN(Tl"it)= E B(Tr, (2.15) 
k=-N 7~(it - k )  ' 
and BN(Tr, It) the corresponding approximation to B(Tr, it). We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Truncat ion  er ro r  
4e3c5 
IB( ,it) - BN( ,it)l _< (2.16) 
PROOF. Indeed, we have 
B(~, It) - BgOr, It) = /3(~, it) - BN(Tr, It), (2.17) 
from which we get 
IB(Tr, it) - BN0r, it)] = /3Qr, it) - BN(71",it) 
< la21[ M(Tr, it) - vl,u(Tr, it)l + la221 rv2(Tr, it) - V2,N(Tr, it)l, 
and the result follows from the Hehns and Thomas' estimate [3, Theorem 3.11, p. 86]: 
4cic5 
Ivi(71",it) --Vi,N(Tr, it)] ~ 7.f2----- ~ ,  i = 1,2. | 
REMARK 2. In the Dirichlet case (see Remark 1) itVl(Tr, It) ~ L2(--C~, (X)), SO that Jagerman's 
result (see [3, Theorem 3.21, p. 90]) is applicable and yields a factor of N -3/2 instead of N -1 [2]. 
For simplicity, we shall base our approximation of the eigenvalues on the truncation error only 
leaving a detailed error analysis to a forthcomming paper. 
If ~2 is an exact eigenvalue and It~v is an approximation obtained as a square of a zero of BN, 
then 
]BN (Tr,~) -- BN(Tr, ItN)I = [BN (Tr,~) -- B (Tr,~)[ < 4c3c.____._~5 
- -  7c2N '
from which we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Error bounds on the eigenvalues 
4c3c5 
I~ - ItNI -< ~r2Ninf~<~<~ N iB~v (Tr, P)I" (2.18) 
REMARK 3. Since the eigenvalues are simple, B~(Tr, itN ) ~ 0 and so is the inf. 
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3.  NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
The computation of eigenvalues of SL problems both regular and singular has attracted 
many researchers in the past few years (see [1,2,5-16] and the references therein). Many pack- 
ages/programs have been developed to effectively compute these eigenvalues, we can quote 
SLEIGN [8], SLEIGN2 [7], SLEDGE [11], SL02F [16], etc. In this section, we shall present 
a few examples to illustrate the theory and compare our results with the one obtained using 
SLEIGN2 with a tolerance of 10 -7. 
Since the estimate in (2.18) is not that sharp, we shall adopt a more pragmatic approach and 
keep increasing the number of sampling points until 
( 2 I) 
max I#~+1 #21 ]#k+l --#~ -- , -~  < Tol, 
I,kL 
where Tol is some given tolerance, or reach a given maximum number of sampling points. 
REMARK 4. Note that the left-hand side of the above inequality represents a relative rror if the 
magnitude of the eigenvalue is less than one and an absolute rror if the magnitude is greater 
than one. 
In the following examples, we have computed the first five eigenvalues and their tolerances, 
using different number N of sampling points, together with the corresponding eigenfunctions. 
Recall that the eigenfunetions are indexed according to their number of zeros. Thus, the first 
eigenfunetion has index 0, the second eigenfunetion has index 1, etc. 
EXAMPLE 1. Dirichlet-Neuman boundary conditions 
-y"  + (cosx + 2cos2x + 3cos3x) y = Ay, 
y(0 ,  = = 0. 
x e (0, 
The first eigenvalue obtained in [13] using SL02F with a tight tolerance (10 -s or tighter) was 
-0.732385145. 





























0 1 2 3 4 
--0.732419829559 0.789242789149 6.142314105845 12.354045702125 20.330802891860 
0.000407664284 0.001907917358 0.006270363452 0.022136975182 0.101210721229 
--0.732387014435 0.789401909454 6.142879749033 12.355569990516 20.333941779441 
0.000007845966 0.000035104998 0.000096496462 0.000253379730 0.000502741621 
--0.732384666743 0.789413200379 6.142918684037 12.355671034180 20.334139138521 
0.000000833708 0.000003716826 0.000010087137 0.000026084061 0.000050706260 
--0.732384393221 0.789414513801 6.142923188010 12.355682646224 20.334161624135 










2 3 4 
39.8253288 89.1657104 158.250336 
0.78173E.-07 0.20531E-06 0.10875E-06 
Table 4. 






























0.324931204851 10.260053772112 39.825320981707 89.165712889522 









EXAMPLE 2. Neuman-Neuman boundary conditions 
-y" + x2y = Ay, x E (0, 1), 
y'(0, A) = y'(1, A) = 0. 
Using SLEIGN2, we obtained Table 3. 
Using our method, we obtained Table 4. 
EXAMPLE 3. General boundary conditions 
-y "  + xy  = Ay, x E ( -1,  1), 
v(-1,  A) + y ' ( - i ,  = 0, 
y(1, £) - y'(1, A) = O. 





0 1 2 3 4 
-1.70073342 0.24121806 7.83817244 20.194294 37.4717636 
0.11014E-06 0.55575E-06 0.10462E-06 0.88383E-06 0.56844E-06 





























0.000050490868 0.000164017730 0.000004808449 0.000001913494 0.000001061951 
--1.700870240832 0.241324571044 7.838184106239 20.194315225736 37.471773339666 
0.000019126003 0.000062037410 0.000001805484 0.000000710188 0.000000387581 
-1.700846695629 0.241306146961 7.838181888074 20.194314355505 37.471772866505 
0.000010044663 0.000032567732 0.000000945759 0.000000370768 0.000000201385 
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In all the above examples, the results obtained are in agreement with the ones obtained using 
the well-known package SLEIGN2. We shall see in a future paper that the error estimate (2.18) 
can be improved and be used to compute a theoretical error. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Sampling theory has been used in [2] to compute the Dirichlet eigenvalues of regular second- 
order Sturm-Liouville systems. We have demonstrated in this paper that the method is still valid 
in the non-Dirichlet case by showing that a transform B of the boundary function B is in the 
Paley-Wiener space PW~, and thus, the Whittaker-Shannon-Kotel'nikov theorem is applicable. 
That is. we can recover B from its samples, thus B, whose zeroes are the square root of the 
sought eigenvalues of the problem. A few examples were presented and comparison made with 
those obtained by SLEIGN2. 
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